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Generations of historians have coaxed smiles from their students by pointing

out that the Holy Roman Empire was neither Holy, nor Roman, nor even a respectable

Empire. Similarly,At is easy to fault science fiction for being neither good

science nor good fiction.' Most science fiction is literary fantasy which pays

some respect to science and technology, and which is accessible to readers with

little training in either science or litezature.

Science fiction seldom offers a valid picture of the workings of science

and scientists.' Neither, of course, do works of non-fiction devoted to science

present more than a glimpse of acspecific discipline or less thanna glorification

of a particular scientist.2 :!-Z4==="14aitemmisownisoir4tvwer,..?-evertr-o

of 7- Ht1ence fiction doesrnotohtiverardornevrdnithermarket-oeprophecy, or even a

vepy gocd track record in prediction. Seers and astrologists offer surety, fu-

turologists offer extrapolation without the trimmings of romance, while SF writers

more often than not sneak into print with popularized pictures of devicer already

on the drawing-board, borrow their material from a stockpile of conventions, or

take dead aim on uncertain topics with a shotgun full of guesses, one of which

might strike home.3

Few works of science fiction can compare with literary masterpieces in depth

of insight, sense of aesthetic form, or intensity of felt experience. To be ac-

cessible to a potential mass market, most SF is subliterary, providing at minimal
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levels the values, delights, and goals which bring readers back to Homer, Dante.

Shakespeare, and Cervantes. The attraction of science fiction is more ofteh than

not extraliterary, directing the reader's attention not so much toward specific.

ally literary experiences as toward the contemplation of possibilities and wlsh-

fulfillments,4

All of whiCh is perhaps to paraphrase the observation of Theodore Sturgeon,

the science fiction and fantasy writer, who once declared that 90% of science

fiction is crud, in accordance with Sturgeon's Law which maintains that 90% of

everything is crud.5 But I come not to praise that 10%, which still can not

Waist), both literary and predictive cravings, rather to claim that keen in the

90% there is much that may be of educational value. In other words, fantasy,

an awareness of science and technology, and an accessibility to the average

reader, those characteristics which I have maintained elsewhere define science

fiction, are tools Of whidtmeontemOorary education stands sorely in need. 6

The world we live in is continually changing, so fast that the only thing

ve can say for sure about the world our students will inherit is that it will be

different.? But education, 4say, is hard pressed to demonstrate its relevance

for the present, let alone for the future. If this is so, it may be because the

tools and culture of the past have been emphasized too much for their own sake,

and not enough for their future usefulness. Change produces nostalgia, and the

systems of classification by which a bureaucracy maintains itself tend to become

rigid; somewhere along the way administrators, and teachers, and even students

may forget that learning, to be useful, should be general, hypothetical, and to

a large extent voluntary.

Ideally, all education is supposed to be for the future. Even the study of

Latin was once defended on the basis that it trained the mind to be able to deal

with other things. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are taught not because they

are inherontly good, but because they will enable a student to adapt them to his

purposes. And every academic discipline, every major, every field of study in
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high school and college, is aimed theoretically at enabling a student to stand on

his own, to make his own decisions when conditions change and he no longer can

find an authority to give him the answers.

Since conditions are bound to change, and at what seems to be an increasing

rate of acceleration, this principle of general education is more than ever ne-

cessary today. Specialized vocatidinal training is likely to be out of date by

the time the student graduates; most firms have to train their employees to work

Nwithint their system, and prefer them to have a grasp of general principles when

they start. Many disciplines cross over academic department boundaries today,

once a student ge+s out of school and into the real world; discovery, in fact,

often depends on cross-fertilization of problems and theories from ostensible

different disciplines.

Good citizenship alone demands that we have some idea of the problems and

changes affecting other areas of the world and other fields of expertise, so that

we don't make the mistake of trying to tie people down to where they were the last

time we looked, be it five, or ten, or twenty years ago.
8

For all of its redundancy,

and its magnified molehills, the In:ormation Explosion is a real problem; }lit most

of it takes place at the most sophisticated levels of study. Although no one can

be a "Renaissance Man,"knowing all there is to know, general principles and inter-

disciplinary relations can be transmitted to an unspecialized audience.9

The worst offenders against general education may be-the schools themselves,

whose bureaucratic department structure rewards teachers and professors for narrow

sophistication and raises obstacles to interdisciplinary cooperation, But what

kind of science is it that we teach which disregards technlog,cal appli!Aions.

social effects, and the role science plays in the functioning of the human mind?

Hoer can social studies legitimately ignore the elements of culture contribured by

science and the humanities? And what earthly good to anyone is the study of the

"Humanities," without consideration of the nature of the scientific way of thought

and its effects on society, on culture, on humane values, and on personal exper-

ience and feelings?
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Science fiction is interdisciplinary by its very nature, merging elements of

science, fantasy, and popular art into an open-ended mythology shared by its crea-

tors and audience alike.10My classes in eftence fiction are divided into units

forstudyintrelekents of science, social criticism and analysis, psychological

implications, mythic patterns, mass media, and literature, and they can only

scratch the surface. At the least, science fiction will describe the effects

of different sOiettific ideas, technological developments, and ways of social

organization: at itm best, it will make the experience of confrotting these

things more real than any theoretical text can.malthkr way, thieuee tifcietencen

fiction can help in making education more general, more fc.lxible, anri more

relevant to possible future needs.

But education should be future-oriented in a more specific way, too. Al-

though we may not be able to say for sure just what things will be like in ten,

or flienty, or fifty years, we know that they sill not be as they are.' So students

(and people in general) need to be able to keep their imaginations flexible,

and capable of dealing with the unexpected. Playing withLalternative futures

is one way of encouraging this flexibility, one that should not be restricted

to potential scientists, as Isaac Asimov once suggested, who izost-lii.telywrwould be

the kind of students who would naturally gravitate toward science fiction.11

Because it can emphasize the relativity of values which mAght otherwise be taken

for granted, science fiotlon can not only serve as a "scientist-detector," but

it can also serve, as Postman and Wetngartner point out, to help students develop

a built-in "crap-detector."12

Beyond developing perspeptive, and the ability to adjust to changing cir-

cumstances, playing with alternate futures can also help us to do something

contructive about the future. If we do not want the future to catch us by sur-

prise all the time, or to make us live out the uncodfortable effects of other

people's plane, we must learn to anticipate some of the future before it arrives,

to prepare. for what we can not change, to hasten the &Arable, to diverttthern-
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undesirable.13We.can.assume!.the'continuation of certain trends and constants into

the future, and project relative degrees of probability; we can evkln project the

results and effects of such catastrophes and scientific breakthroughs as can not

themselves be predicted or calculated.14We can learn to think hypothetically about

our lives and consider, in the light of these probabilities and possibilities,

what values we want and need to discount, preserve, or expand, in order to make

conditions not only minimally, but optimally, livable.15These are not useless ex-

ercises, for the future Will be in fact the sum of what each of us creates in the

present.

Much of science fiction is ideal for inculcating such a hypothetical orien-

tation. The population explosion, war, natural and man-made catastrophes, tha

441Oration of the unknown, and the dangers of technocracy are among the most

common themes in science fiction.16Familiar SF topics also include automation,

pollution, the leisure revolution, the information explosion, sensory overload,

the unmanageability of the cities, racism, sexism, and the possibilitiesAnherent

ih'the,genetiC:andttedicinal elementeof*hat one writer has called the "biological

time-bomb."17Even 4.t its most general level of information, in the most inept styles,'

science fiction can still give a personal immediacy to these issues which statis-

tics and discursive prose usually lack. It should be noted too in passing that

even futurologists frequently put their predictions into the form of "scenarios,"

which, like the "pocket universe" of the science fiction novel, simplify the

picture to the point at which moral and pragmatic judgments may be easier to

make, in a tentative and hypothetical way.18

What I have claimed up to now may seem to be suggesting lizeplacement of

one rigid set of curriculum requirements with another, throwing out the past and

bringing in the future. That is certainly not my intent, although I would not

be adverse to the idea of teaching the past in terms of the future, or
A
the leading

vit g 42x)

edge of the shifting present. before we start designing complicated curricula,

aimed at forcing students into general learning patterns, and a hypothetical
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approach to life, we should remember that education should also be voluntary, a

principle diametrically opposed to any rigid curriculum. Not what a teacher

teaches, but what a student learns, is the end result of education which seems

to me the most meaningful, and what a student learns depends to a large extent

on what he wants to learn. Wants can be stimulated, of course, by fear of

punishment (of various Rinds.:.4d severities), by desire to please, or by con-

tinual reinforcement. In the kbsence of the latter, however, the former tend

to wear off once the student escapes the artificial closed environment of the

classroom.
19

But continual reinforcement tovSuture-oriented study does exist

outside the classroom, in a social and technological environment which threatens

him with future shock.

Outside the school, he Is continually bombardWwith impressions of change,

from the news media, from the marketplace, from various political groups of every

scale and direction, which are all striving for his attention.20In so far as he

is interested in leaTning, it is primarily in terms of how he can cope with this

world, perhaps only to degree of supporting himself, perhaps to the extent of

making some significant contribution to mankind. Despite the NOW-orientation of

our commercial society, which contributes greatly to the NOW-oriented political

demands of so many young people, he knows Hall well that whatever he can do will

not make its full effect felt now, but rather in the future, preferably the very

near future. And it sbauld take only a slight refocnssing of his energies, in

the direction of this kind of realism, for him to see that the future is the

major battleground on which his cnnfrontation with life is taking place.21

The major block to contemplating the future is not really that it will be a

merely reflective, ivory-tower activity, dissipating or siphoning off energy thatt

could be poured into the present struggle. It is in fact future-orientation which

fuels most if,nOt4a1 movemente.eith goals of any revolutionary nature, from the

Marxist's dream of victory and a classless society to the ecology freak's nightmare

of an earth Aninhabitable by man.22The main block, it seems to me, is psychological,
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in that the one sure thing the future holds is death, which adds its sombre

colors to any vision of lesser crises in the interim.Z3One's vision of the

future seems to be inextricably related to one's image of himself, a most

personal matter whose exploration is not generally encouraged by classes in

school. Contemporary politics, religious convictions, sex and interpersonal

relationships are iJO controversial for many school districts, and too com-

partmentalized in most college classes, for school to be of muchi-heipiinaa

student's coming to any but the most fragmented picture of himself. And

those students who are least capable of letting their minds wander into the

be
future are also likely toAthose whose imaginations have been crippled the

most by ithools' emphases on the past, on hierarchies of values which dwarf

his anticipated accomplishments, on narrow specialization, and on the ex-

clusion of self and the subjective.24

This is not to say, of cou:se, that the average student is in fact straining

to volunteer his involvement in a high school, or college class, and that all

we have to do as teachers to help him realize hie potential is to turn him

loose in a library of science fiction. Even Ahose who have not been psycho-

logicany crippled are likely to be wary of any teacher who preaches the

dcctrine of Rabelais' utopia, "Do as thou wilt," without doing anything himself

to earn the students' confidence,.to draw them out of themselves, and to en-

courage their taking over more and more responsibility for their own learning, 25

What I am trying to get across is that if a student's help and personal ex-

pertise are genuinely wanted, if a diversity of viewpoints is truly welcome,

and if as personal goals are accepted as valid, on at least a provisional

basis, then he can learn more of value to him than by all the requirements

and prerequisites. goads and punishments known to man.26 V

In the case of science fiction, students' interest usually is voluntary,

for a number of reasons, not all of which should be 0103304pomillasAts stress::

on the future. Much of science fiction appeals to students because it is
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escapist; unlike drugs and music at peak volume, however, it leads them from the

immediate present back into contemplation of the present from a distance, a dif-

ferent perspective. Awareness of this contekporary relevance in its specific

applications may require soW6timulation. Most scieuice fiction is relatively

easy to read; although it may reward careful observation and a consciousness of

different levels of commundcation, these are not usually necessary for enjoyment

of the surface adventure....ThekcOnfrontation is as often between knowledge and

ignorance as between stereotyped figures of good and evil, but the oversimpli-

fied conventions of commerlial fiction can lead to a certain amount of dis-

tortion of actual human behavior. A final reason for the popularity of science

fiction is its accessibility; not only on the newsstand or in the bookstore,

science fiction is available in the movies, on television, in our technological

environment, and in our dreams and nightmares, and not always in only fictional

form.

To make adequate use of science fiction in the schools may require a kind

of utopia in the classroom, such as is brewing in suctessfU.applications of

the "open classroom" concept.27Certainly I have been suggesting things in

connection with the use of sciencefictiol whicArould work best in a classroom

which is at least partly "open," to the world, to the fu416, to the individual

student. Personal involvement in planning study programs, in making discussions

work; a welcoming of diversity, of contributions from different realms of know-

ledge, a reduction of importance for subject matter barriers; an allowance for

feelings, desires, imagination, as well as for what ai)ppar to be "theffaCts";

a mode of approach which eliminates any absolute expe7:tise and should even ques-

tion traditional knowledge; an emphasis on encouragement, rather than require-

ments; all of these go better with an "open" structure than with the traditonal

ftameWork of units, grades, pigeonholes, and bolted-seat classrooms.

But in the interim, until the millennium comes and does away with such
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relics of the nineteenth century factory system, it is also possible to achieve

results on a more limited scale within the present system. Herbert Kohl found

science fiction and fantasy to be away in whihh his disadvantaged gmade-schoolers

could communicate.
28
Postman and Weingartner point out that bringigg in the future

can help liberate almost any subject matter.29Ibterdisciplinary concerns can

be introduced into many courses within the traditional curriculum. Both inter-

ests can be served by means of science fiction, of course, and science fiction

textbooks have begun to surface in the past year or two. One-anthology combines

fact and fiction for anthropology courses; another enataurages speculation for

writing by proceeding from present-oriented articles and fantasies to future-

oriented science fiction; still others take the approadh:of literary history,

most notably Bruce Franklin'd collection of nineteenth century American science

fiction.
30
There is e'large.apoiant.ofhibliographictApparatus available pertaining

to science fiction; although a:convenientindex of themes;:andasUbjects:end motifs

isnot,yet'a reality, it is possible to construct reading lists for almost any

conceivable unit of subject-matter.31 Thus it may be possible to turn high school

and college courses at all leveleinthe direction of relevance by making this

form of literature serve extra-literary ends.

101 MOW

In conclusion, it should be apparent that what I am advocating is not

classes in science fiction, which should not in fact be necessary but for the

fact that science fiction has been for'sWleing a neglected field of literature,

but rather science fiction in all sorts of classes. Nor would I maintain that

any student who is turned off by science fiction be forced to read it. The

mandatory nature of my proposal mrtiaim to its implied request that all schools

make science fiction available to their students, as a part of, or at least an

adjunct to, their general curriculum.
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